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IRS Control Strategy Over
Christian Churches
Separation Of Church And State?!
Editor’s note: The following is a report from Texe Marrs
called “How The IRS Controls Christian Churches” which
was written in response to a “disbeliever” who was questioning
his earlier writing on this subject. More on this topic can be
obtained on the Internet from his Living Truth Ministries
(livingtr@texemarrs.com), as well as a 60-minute audio tape
for a $10 donation.
Longtime CONTACT readers will immediately appreciate
how this IRS control agenda fits into the larger diabolical
goal set forth through the Protocols Of The Learned Elders
Of Zion for collapse of the morality of a once-strong nation
like the USA. After all, if Christmas trees and Nativity displays
in public locations are becoming “illegal”, why not also go
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after any church which may actually be encouraging moral behavior?!
10/17/98

TEXE MARRS

I do not know whether you are a disinformation agent of the IRS or
whether you simply are totally oblivious to the horrible dangers now facing
Christian churches and groups. Are you really serious in claiming that
suffering churches are not being abused by the IRS?
I beg you to immediately contact Pastor Greg Dixon of the Indianapolis
Baptist Temple, Indianapolis, Indiana. Brother Dixon’s church has been
slapped with a tax levy of 5.1 million dollars by the IRS. You see, Pastor
Dixon and the good people of that historic, old church have long refused
the IRS’s 501(c)3 status. They knew exactly what it means—control by
the federal government of God's church. In retaliation, the IRS has audited
the pastor and most church members. They have seized some church
(Please see IRS Control Strategy Over Christian Churches, p.8)
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The News Desk
10/24/98

DR. AL OVERHOLT

“Our Constitution was made only for a
moral and religious people.
It is wholly inadequate to the government of
any other.”
—John Adams
DEFENSE SYSTEMS
DISRUPTING
ALLIES’ COMMUNICATIONS
From the Bakersfield Californian, 10/18/98:
[quoting]
U.S. military technology deployed overseas is
disrupting emergency telephone service in some
countries and causing other telecommunications
glitches, annoying allies and incapacitating
weapons, a defense-industry publication reports.
Quoting an internal Defense Department
review, Defense Week said multibillion-dollar
systems—such as Patriot missile defenses and
Predator unmanned aerial vehicles—won’t work
to their full capabilities in some countries and, in
others, can’t be used at all.
That’s because their radio waves clash with
same-frequency users in host nations, the
newsletter said in its edition to be published
Monday.
“At least 89 telecommunications systems ...
were deployed within the European, Pacific and
Southwest Asian theaters without the proper
frequency certification and host-nation approval,”
it quoted the Defense Department’s inspector
general’s report as saying.
Pentagon officials said in written responses
to the audit that they generally agreed with the
criticism. They added that steps were being
taken to deal with the problem, which they
conceded was serious. [End quoting]
With HAARP, plus all types of satellites, all
kinds of powerful control frequencies (people
control) and normal frequencies for radio,
television, etc., is there any wonder that they are
having troubles. Not to mention the frequencies
that are probably sent out purposely for sabotage
purposes.
GOVERNMENT MEDDLES
MEDICINE AGAIN

WITH

Appeals Court Should Void
Provision In Budget Act That
Punishes Seniors
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
10/19/98: [quoting]
On Friday a federal appeals court in
Washington, D.C., will hear a case that could
determine whether senior citizens will remain
second-class citizens when it comes to health
care.
At issue is a provision in last year’s
Balanced Budget Act that makes it virtually
impossible for seniors to purchase health care
from their doctors without going through
Medicare. If allowed to stand, this provision
will leave seniors with less medical freedom
than any other class of citizens in the United

States and even less than citizens of Great
Britain, who live under socialized medicine.
The case has brought together the United
Seniors Association (USA), a conservative
seniors advocacy group, and the Washington
Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union.
These groups don’t usually agree on much, but
they do agree that seniors should have the
freedom to deal directly with their own doctors
without interference from the federal
bureaucracy.
Here’s how the onerous provision works:
Suppose you’re a senior citizen enrolled in
Medicare and for personal reasons you want to
pay your own money for a medical treatment,
even though it’s covered by Medicare. Perhaps
you want the special skills of a favorite
physician, or you want medical services without
the conditions imposed by the Medicare
bureaucracy, or you would just rather pay for the
treatment yourself. Whatever the reason, almost
everyone would agree that patients, if they wish,
have a right to pay directly for their own medical
treatment. Everyone, that is, except the Clinton
administration and some members of Congress.
Under Section 4507 of the 1997 Balanced
Budget Act, doctors who treat a Medicare patient
privately for a “Medicare-covered” service must
give up their entire Medicare practice for two
years. Few doctors can afford that. So the
government punishes doctors for privately
treating seniors because no taxpayer money is
involved. If this sounds bizarre, it is.
Unfortunately, a lower federal court ruled
against USA in the first round of litigation. The
Clinton administration’s lawyers argued at the
time that “the right to autonomous decisionmaking applies only in certain limited contexts,
involving marriage, contraception and abortion,
family relationships, child-rearing and
education.” In that case, United Seniors
Association vs. Donna Shalala (1998), U.S.
District Court Judge Thomas Hogan bought the
administration’s argument and wrote, “The
Court’s role here is to determine whether the
United States Constitution confers a fundamental
right on individuals to privately contract with
their physicians. The Court finds that it does
not.”
In other words, the legal situation is this: If
you’re 65 or older and enrolled in Medicare, you
have a constitutional right to privacy with your
doctor only if you’re getting an abortion or
birth control [emphasis mine]—the two medical
services seniors are virtually guaranteed never to
need.
American taxpayers of all ages should note
that doctors and patients in other public health
programs, including the Federal Employees
Health Benefits Program that covers members of
Congress and the White House staff, are not
burdened with any provision of law remotely
resembling Medicare’s restrictive Section 4507.
And while it’s true that managed care and
insurance plans often restrict the freedom of
choice of doctors and patients, there is no federal
penalty imposed on either doctors or patients
who choose to make private agreements outside
the plan. Under Medicare, by contrast, American
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doctors cannot even treat their mothers in
exchange for apple pies without being forced to
give up their Medicare practice for two years.
This official stupidity is unique.
Sen. Jon Kyl, R-Ariz., Rep. Bill Archer, RTexas, and California Rep. Bill Thomas, RBakersfield, have introduced the Medicare
Beneficiary Freedom to Contract Act. The bill
would repeal the legal requirement that doctors
give up their Medicare reimbursement for two
years if they enter into mutual private agreements
with their patients. This legislation says nothing
in Medicare law shall prevent patients from
entering into private agreements with their
doctors on a case-by-case basis for any length of
time.
America is supposed to be a free society.
The government doesn’t get involved when
citizens use their own money for a car, groceries
or other items. It has absolutely no business
interfering with the right of Americans to spend
their own money on the legal medical services of
their doctors.
Robert E. Moffit is director of domestic
policy studies for The Heritage Foundation
(www.heritage.org), a Washington-based public
policy research institute. Write to him at the
foundation, 214 Massachusetts Ave. NE,
Washington, DC 20002. [End quoting]
Have you ever heard of more devious
reasoning?? All they want is to take our freedom
so they can kill us off at their “pleasure”.
Let’s stop the elite from getting away with
this by getting on the phone, fax, Internet,
etc., to your politicians—NOW!!
PARTISANSHIP RULES AS
CLINTON, CONGRESS REACH
BUDGET DEAL
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
SPENDING BILL
Excerpted from
THE DAILY NEWS,
Los Angeles, 10/16/98: [quoting]
The $500-billion catchall spending bill
negotiated Thursday is a complex piece of
legislation that covers about one-third of what
the federal government will spend between now
and Sept. 30 [1999].
It covers expenditures by the departments of
Education, State, Health and Human Services,
and dozens of other agencies. It includes a $20billion package of “emergency” spending. And it
contains a myriad of miscellaneous items, most
of them policy adjustments whose details were
sketchy Thursday.
The highlights:
* $1.1 billion toward the hiring of 100,000
new public school teachers.
* $700 million for missile defense systems.
* $6 billion in emergency farm aid to farmers
and ranchers hammered by some of the lowest
prices in years.
* $9.2 billion in tax breaks over nine years.
Extends tax credits through June 30, 1999, for
corporate research and for hiring welfare
recipients.
* A measure that allows renewal of grazing
rights on federal land without environmental
assessment.
* A legal residency provision for at least
40,000 Haitian refugees.
* A provision that makes 142,500 more visas
available for foreign high-tech workers between
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1999 and 2001. [End quoting]
So the elite are grabbing more control of
education, giving a very tiny handout to farmers
whom they stole their livihood from, with even
more money as gifts to their corporate friends,
allowing more immigration to take away more
citizens’ jobs so they can starve.
I would say that this is politics at its worst!
TURKISH SOLDIERS ENTER
IRAQ TO ATTACK REBELS
From
THE
AUSTIN
AMERICAN
STATESMAN, 10/4/98: [quoting]
About 10,000 Turkish soldiers have crossed
into northern Iraq to attack Kurdish rebels, and
the government said it might send forces into
Syria to eradicate guerrilla bases there, news
reports said Saturday.
Turkey’s incursion into northern Iraq on
Friday followed two days of airstrikes against
suspected rebel bases, the daily Hurriyet said.
Turkish Kurdish rebels fighting for autonomy
in southeastern Turkey wage cross-border raids
from camps in Iraq, Iran and Syria. The Ankara
government accuses Syria of aiding the rebels, a
charge Damascus denies.
Turkey warned the Syrian government Friday
that its “patience was running out”, and Gen.
Huseyin Kivrikoglu, chief of the general staff,
has described the mounting tension with Syria as
“an undeclared war”. In reply, Damascus
accused Turkey of plotting with Israel to
destabilize Syria.
In Jerusalem, Defense Ministry spokesman
Avi Benayahu said Israel is not involved “in any
way” in the Turkey-Syria confrontation.
In an effort to head off a military conflict,
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak will go to
Turkey and Syria for emergency talks, the
Egyptian foreign minister said Saturday. [End
quoting]
More indications of the scenario rapidly
moving towards a big war soon!
TALIBAN SEEK U.N.
LEADER’S HELP
From
THE
AUSTIN
AMERICAN
STATESMAN, 10/4/98: [quoting]
The Taliban religious army on Saturday
sought the intervention of U.N. Secretary-General
Kofi Annan, warning of what it called a
potentially “devastating” war with neighboring
Iran.
The Taliban said their request follows the
incursion of Iranian fighterjets and helicopters
into Afghan air space on Friday. The Taliban
threatened to retaliate if there are more
incursions.
Iran called the Taliban charges “false and
baseless” and demanded an apology and the
release of 50 Iranians being held in jails in
southern Afghanistan. [End quoting]
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ordered last year revealed that up to 4,300 wells
may be contaminated with the additive, MTBE,
which was developed in the 1970s to allow fuel
to burn cleanly. Officials at the Environmental
Protection Agency didn’t anticipate problems
with Maine’s request. The state, however, will
have to find an alternative fuel to meet clean-air
requirements. [End quoting]
When are all the states going to rise up and
stop these federal polluters from mandating this
destruction of our environment because of their
greed and control?
SPY

WON’T

BE

FREED

From THE MODESTO BEE, 10/2/98:
[quoting]
President Clinton rejected Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu’s request to free Jonathan
Pollard, in jail for spying on the United States
for Israel, a U.S. official said Thursday. The
Israeli daily Yediot Ahronot reported Thursday
that at Netanyahu’s meeting with Clinton earlier
this week, Clinton had agreed in principle to free
Pollard. [End quoting]
As much pressure as is being applied for
Pollard’s release, I doubt if he will be in custody
much longer.
DISAPPEARING

ACT

From PC MAGAZINE, 11/3/98: [quoting]
Hoping for a paperless office? Fat chance.
With the proliferation of printers, copiers, and
fax machines, corporate America is using more
paper than ever. By some estimates, U.S.
companies feed their copiers more than 81 billion
sheets of paper a month, at a cost of $600
million.
Inventor Sushil Bhatia—CEO of Decopier
Technologies,
based
in
Framingham,
Massachusetts—has come up with a solution. The
Decopier works by applying a nontoxic chemical
at low heat to a sheet of printed paper in order to
soften and loosen the toner and ink. A brush
then sweeps away the flakes, and a spankingnew, clean sheet of paper emerges from the other
side of the environmentally friendly machine,
ready to be reused. Bhatia has perfected the
chemical process, which uses a pasty liquid to
remove the ink and toner instantly.
The Decopier is positioned not only as a way
to save paper costs but also as a security tool
that erases sensitive documents.
Slated for launch by year’s end the first
version of the 60-page-per-minute, $45,000
Decopier will be aimed at commercial
“decopying” centers. There are plans for a
personal version for under $2,000. [End quoting]
Happy trees everywhere applaud this
invention!
A NEW KIND OF
TELEPHONE COMPANY

to the public switched telephone network would
have posed a serious threat. But so far longdistance bypass, as it’s known, has proved less
formidable than expected.
In fact, the traditional phone companies are
no longer standing on the sidelines watching
young telecom upstarts muscle in on their
business. Internet telephony could turn out to be
as much about nifty new services, such as
Internet Call Waiting and push-to-talk buttons on
Web sites, as it is about saving money on longdistance calls. Although Internet telephony is
currently exempt from the federal regulations and
charges applied to traditional telephone
companies, that exemption may not be around
forever....
“There will be more of a level playing field
in the future,” says Buzz Schadel, vice president
of corporate marketing at eFusion, a developer of
IP telephony software. “As the regulatory
playing field gets flat, the opportunity to
undercut the regular phone companies on price
gets skinny. The industry says that a lot of the
future attention shifted to enhanced services,
more than just basic telephony service,” he says.
Not everyone agrees. Newcomers such as
Level3 and Owest are moving full-steam-ahead
with their vast fiber-optic networks, which carry
images, data, and voice over IP. According to
Owest, its “hyperspeed” net-work would be able
to transmit the entire contents of the Library
of Congress across the U.S. in 20 seconds
[emphasis mine]. Qwest’s service Q.Talk is now
available throughout California, where
subscribers can use their telephones to make calls
over Owest’s TP network.
Meanwhile phone companies throughout the
U.S. and Europe are getting cozy with Internet
telephony developers, such as eFusion and
VocalTec, to combine IP telephony services with
regular old phone service... [End quoting]
Some of the technology they are releasing is
mind-boggling, if it actually works as reported.
ALL

ABOUT

From THE MODESTO BEE, 10/1/98:
[quoting]
DEAR LARRY, I found a quote by an
unknown author. It is about living. I think your
readers will find it thought-provoking:
First, I was dying to finish high school and
start college.
And then I was dying to finish college and
start working.
And then I was dying to marry and have
children.
And then I was dying for my children to
grow old enough so I could return to work.
And then I was dying to retire.
And now, I am dying ... and suddenly realize
I forgot to live. —Peg [End quoting]
How many live this type of life??
FIRST-CLASS

MAINE: NEW FUEL ADDITIVE
IS POTENTIAL HEALTH RISK
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 10/15/98:
[quoting]
Maine has become the first state to ask to be
let out of a federal program requiring the sale of
reformulated gasoline, saying a controversial fuel
additive is a potential health threat. Gov. Angus
King took the step this week after a study he

Excerpted from PC MAGAZINE, 11/3/98:
[quoting]
The Internet Protocol (IP) and phone
networks have some great applications in store.
At first, Internet telephony held forth the
tantalizing promise of practically free phone
calls—local, long-distance, anywhere, anytime.
The prospect of transmitting voice as packets of
data over the IP network spooked the telephone
companies. After all, a network that ran parallel

DYING

JOB

From THE MODESTO BEE, 10/2/98:
[quoting]
The Postal service will post a $500 million to
$600 million profit for fiscal year 1998,
postmaster General William J. Henderson said
Thursday. Also, performance at the agency has
improved, with 93 percent of local first class
mail arriving on time. [End quoting]
Sounds like a first-class job of milking us
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“peons” when they brag about this profit and
have the nerve to raise the rates in January
1999—or is that their chutzpah??
STAY

TRUE

TO

MAN

IN

US

CONDUCTING BIOLOGICAL
WAR AGAINST IRAQ

YOURSELF

From THE MODESTO BEE, Ann Landers
column, 10/3/98: [quoting]
This poem was written by a man who died at
age 24. His sister sent it in, saying he had
struggled to overcome years of a drug habit and
wrote it when he was finally off the drugs. She
asked that his name not be used.
THE

AMEN!!

THE

GLASS

When you get what you want in your struggle
for self,
And the world makes you king for a day,
Just go to the mirror and look at yourself,
and see what THAT man has to say.
For it isn’t your father or mother or wife
Whose judgment upon you must pass.
The fellow whose verdict counts most in your
life
Is the one staring back from the glass.
Some people might think you’re a straightshootin’ chum,
And call you a wonderful guy,
But the man in the glass says you’re only a
bum,
If you can’t look him straight in the eye.
He’s the fellow to please, never mind all the
rest,
For he’s with you clear up to the end.
And you’ve passed your most dangerous,
difficult test,
If the guy in the glass is your friend.
You may fool the whole world
down the pathway of years,
And get pats on the back as you pass.
But your final reward will be heartaches and tears
If you’ve cheated the man in the glass. [End
quoting]

From THE JUBILEE, Tom Blair, Jul/Aug
1998: [quoting]
A story has been circulating for many months
that the US government has been conducting a
form of biological warfare against Iraq. Until
recently, the story has circulated only in small
right-wing newsletters prone to conspiracy
theories. But as we go to press the story has just
appeared in the highly respected British journal
The Independent.
Apparently the US has released a flesheating, disease-carrying fly known as the “screwworm” fly against the Iraqi population. The fly
has caused diseases throughout Iraq, killed
thousands of cattle, and caused over 40 human
deaths. The fly was developed over 20 years ago
at the Department of Agriculture’s Stoneville
facility in Mississippi. The fly acts quickly
against livestock like cattle and then spreads to
humans. This outbreak of the disease was first
identified as the screw-worm fly earlier this year
in Iraq by UN doctors.
George Pumphrey, a German biological
warfare specialist who has investigated the
disease in Iraq, confirms it is caused by the
screw-worm fly. He also said that the fly had
been introduced into Libya a decade ago where it
killed over 40,000 cattle.
According to
Pumphrey, the fly was developed by Dr. Jerome
Jaffe of Chicago in the early 1970s under the
auspices of the Department of Agriculture as part
of a program designed to eliminate opium poppy
plants. The Jubilee will continue to cover this
breaking story. [End quoting]
The only opium plants that the elite would
have been trying to destroy would have been
those of their competitors.
This story doesn’t surprise me at all—
remember the elite’s Plan 2000 to “delete the
majority of the billions here on Earth
by the year 2000”?

because these are diseases that do not exist.”
The California Citizens chapter is preparing
to introduce in January the California Freedom to
Practice Act.
This bill will prevent all health and human
service licensing boards from disciplining a
licensee simply because they offer nonconventional therapy or treatment. The bill
would affect physicians, nurses, acupuncturists,
midwives, chiropractors, marriage and family
counselors and psychologists.
For more information on the California
developments, please contact: Frank Cuny,
director, 8048 Mamie Ave., Oroville, CA, Ph:
530-534-9758, Fax: 530-534-5854, e-mail:
<calcfh@cncnet.com> [End quoting]
The pressures are mounting as more and more
medical personnel are going for wholistic
treatments and resisting the elite’s control.
Expect more and more of those who resist to be
prosecuted unless we make our voices heard in
the state legislatures—SOON!!
POPULIST

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/12/98: [quoting]
Author Terry Reed is striking back at the big
media who—at the instigation of the AntiDefamation League (ADL) and ADL front man,
Morris Dees of the Southern Poverty Law
Center—smeared the people who attended a
patriotic rally that Reed sponsored in Carthage,
Missouri. Reed has filed a class-action lawsuit
and the Washington, D.C.-based Foundation to
Defend the First Amendment (FDFA) has already
contributed $2,000 toward Reed’s effort. Keep
an eye on upcoming issues of The SPOTLIGHT
for further details. [End quoting]
It’s great to hear that some are not going to
take the elite’s terrorism sitting down. The ADL
is one of the biggest terrorism groups in the
world!!!
ARLEN
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From CITIZENS FOR HEALTH,
Sep/Oct 1998: [quoting]
The California Medical Board has
succeeded in revoking the license of a
respected member of the state’s
medical community for prescribing a
non-conventional treatment program to
a child with ADD. While the case is
under a news embargo on the advice of
the doctor’s legal counsel, Frank Cuny,
director of Citizens For Health’s
California chapter, sees the case as
potentially setting a dangerous
precedent for the practice of advanced
non-conventional
medicine
in
California.
In the court documents of the case,
the California Standard of Practice
parameters were listed. The first
standard states that “A physician shall
not diagnose or treat Multiple
Chemical Sensitivity, Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome or Candidacies. Proper
treatment for these are psychotherapy

REBELLION

GET

BAD

RAP

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/12/98: [quoting]
Islamic groups have asked Sen. Arlen Specter
(R-Pa.) to clarify his ties to a group that
habitually issues blanket deprecatory statements
towards Muslims. The group, known as Facts
and Logic About the Middle East, recently placed
an ad in several national publications claiming
that Muslims are inherently virulent, anti-West
and “a bunch of fanatics”. [End quoting]
Did you ever consider that the Muslims must
be doing some good or these elite bastards
wouldn’t peddle so much hate about them?? It’s
about time we turn the hate laws against the true
hatemongers and criminals, starting with ADL,
JDL, etc.
IMMIGRATION

OVERLOAD

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/12/98: [quoting]
Toronto, Canada, reportedly has seen a
tremendous influx of immigration recently. So
much so that it has been estimated Whites will
become a minority in 18 months. Currently, half
of the country’s Blacks and over 40 percent of
the nation’s other various ethnic groups reside in
the city. According to the report, Toronto has
more foreign-born residents than any other city
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But it doesn’t work that way, and Côté
in the world. [End quoting]
T h e e l i t e a r e p l a y i n g t h e “ d i v i d e a n d maintains that banks have been unscrupulous in
conquer” game and also “starve the enemy”— not doing a better job of telling customers about
the cost of credit-card debt.
who are the good citizens of any country.
As it does with everyone else, the bank
charged interest (at 18.5 per cent) not on the
PROBLEMS WITH CANADA
dollar owing, but on the entire balance, from the
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/12/98: [quoting] time charges were incurred until the time he
South Dakota Gov. Bill Janklow initiated made payment. On the subsequent bill, there
mandatory inspections of Canadian livestock and will be interest charge on the dollar owing.
All bank credit cards (and department-store
grain, saying these farm products would not be
allowed across the border unless they are proven cards, which charged even higher interest rates)
free of chemicals and diseases. Gov. Janklow, work the same way.
But if Côté, who says he probably knows half
echoing American farmers’ growing frustration
over unfair trade advantages, said that he began the directors of Canadian banks personally, was
the inspections because Canada does not play fair surprised and angered to learn how the system
when it requires certain inspections on products works, how many ordinary cardholders—with
entering Canada from the United States that are little experience in high finance—know much
not required in the reverse direction. [End a b o u t t h e m e c h a n i c s o f c r e d i t - c a r d i n t e r e s t
charges?
quoting]
“I couldn’t believe that this was the system,”
Anything for greed and to destroy a country’s
profitable trading policies are the elite’s goals. he said in an interview yesterday. “I don’t want
to single out the CIBC, but unfortunately the
CIBC is the one that bit me, so I bit back.”
SOME RESCUE
Côté fired off a letter to a friend of his,
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 10/12/98: [quoting] f e d e r a l F i n a n c e M i n i s t e r P a u l M a r t i n ,
In Stratford, CT, a woman was reportedly c o m p l a i n i n g a b o u t a s y s t e m t h a t h e s a i d
wounded when she was shot in the arm with a “explains how they (banks) now generate $1
plastic bullet while watching Navy Seals run a billion per quarter. It also explains why the
practice rescue mission. The news commentator banks are so eager to remind us on credit-card
at the scene said that the Seals should have been statements that the minimum due is only about
u s i n g b l a n k s i n s t e a d o f l i v e a m m u n i t i o n . 20 per cent of the balance. The devil didn’t do
However, why were bullets even used at all if it it better with Adam and Eve”.
In his letter to Martin, Côté urges the finance
was intended to be a rescue mission? [End
minister to move slowly before approving
quoting]
They always will leave clues to their true p r o p o s e d b a n k m e r g e r s , a n d d e m a n d s m o r e
regulation, as banks “are still too immature to
purposes—one way or another.
self-regulate, in particular with regard to their
CREDIT CARD DEBTS AREN’T lending to individuals and what they tell them”.
“Ban fine print!” Côté urges Martin, accusing
IN YOUR INTEREST
the banks of hoodwinking customers, especially
From THE GAZETTE, Montreal, by Doug those at the lower end of the economic ladder.
“My $1 loan illustrates by absurdity the
Sweet, 9/26/98: [quoting]
A Montreal businessman withholds $1 on a w i c k e d n e s s o f t h e b a n k s ’ c r e d i t - c a r d l o a n
credit-card debt of $13,840.19, and is charged practices, as they get away with misinformation.
$ 2 1 1 . 6 1 i n i n t e r e s t , a r a t e h e c a l c u l a t e s a t Why don’t they tell their customers, in plain
language and regular print, the actual rate
253,932 per cent.
Rule No. 1 about credit cards is: always pay i n c u r r e d i f a c u s t o m e r p a y s t h e s u g g e s t e d
off the monthly balance on time. Rule No. 2 is: minimum amount due, as opposed to the full
amount?” Côté wrote.
don’t forget Rule No. 1.
But, CIBC spokesman Rob McLeod pointed
Just what can happen when you forget those
rules has been highlighted by an expensive little out, Côté didn’t borrow $1; he borrowed more
experiment by one of Montreal’s leading business than $13,000 over a few weeks.
The deal with the credit-card companies is
figures.
The Guinness Book of World Records has simply that interest on that loan is waived if the
balance is paid off in full and on time. If not, as
been notified.
Economist Marcel Côté, a founder and senior t h e c o n t r a c t m a k e s c l e a r , M c L e o d s a i d , t h e
partner of the management-consulting firm Secor, customer is liable for interest on the total, no
w e n t t o E u r o p e t h i s s u m m e r f o r a h o l i d a y . matter how much of the bill has been paid.
“If you make a partial payment only, then
There, he made liberal use of his Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce Visa card, racking interest is charged retroactively on all purchases
from the date they were posted to your Visa
up a hefty bill of $13,840.19.
Côté, once an economic adviser to premier account until you have paid all of YOUR NEW
Robert Bourassa, is no stranger to four- and five- BALANCE (plus the interest itself),” says the
figure credit-card balances and always pays the fine print on the back of a CIBC Visa bill.
“It’s no different than any other type of
entire bill each month.
But this time he wanted to test the system. loan,” McLeod said. He estimated that about 40
On his August bill, he paid $13,839.19—$1 per cent of CIBC Visa customers don’t regularly
less than the total—and waited to see what would pay off their bills and denied that the bank
encourages them to pile up big credit-card
happen.
Sure enough, because he hadn’t paid the balances.
“The point we make is that if you need to
entire amount, there was an interest charge on his
September bill: $211.61. By Côté’s reckoning, borrow money over several months, a credit card
that’s an interest rate of 253,932 per cent on the is not the best way to go. An educated consumer
is in the interest of everyone, including the
dollar owing.

bank,” he said, noting it is cheaper to borrow
money with a line of credit or personal loan.
Duff Conacher, coordinator of Democracy
Watch, an Ottawa-based citizen-advocacy group
that has long criticized bank policies, said Côté’s
experiment is a clear example of gouging.
“They should only charge interest on the
outstanding balance after you made your
payment,” he said. “It’s mathematically
impossible for banks to justify a charge like
that.”
When Côté called the bank about the bill, it
offered to wipe out the charge on the assumption
he had made an error writing his cheque. But
Côté wants a shot at the record books with his
“253,932-percent” interest rate, so, in a letter to
CIBC chairman Al Flood, “I asked that the
bank’s offer be extended another month.”
He also urged Flood to change the bank’s
practices.
“It probably inflicts a significant monetary
burden on thousands of low-income Canadians
who rely on their credit card to carry them
through tough times,” Côté wrote. “I cannot
believe that the CIBC or any other Canadian
bank ... would want to make abnormally high
returns off their backs.”
Last year, the CIBC made $1.55 billion in
profit. [End quoting]
Interesting what happens when the “wrong”
person gets stung by this scam from the banking
gangsters.
THE DRAGON AND
THE PREACHER
From Guideposts, Sept. 1998: [quoting]
I first met Reverend Wade Watts when we
both were asked to speak on a Tulsa radio
program. He put out his hand and I stepped
back, offended. I was the Grand Dragon of the
Ku Klux Klan in Oklahoma and he was the state
president of the NAACP. There was no way you
would catch me shaking hands with him.
My training in hate began early. I was five
years old when my father encouraged me to lean
out our car window and shout racial slurs as we
passed a bus stop. Daddy grinned and patted me
on the back. “That’s my boy,” he said. When I
was older I sat up late at night listening to
stories my Uncle Harold told about shooting at
Black men who crossed his property. Daddy and
Uncle Harold would howl with laughter.
My grandmother, though, read to me from the
Bible and prayed for me.
Once, I came home from Sunday school
singing a song I had learned: “Jesus loves the
little children, all the children of the world; Red
and Yellow, Black and White, they are precious
in his sight...”
“Don’t ever let me catch you singing words
like that again!” Daddy’s voice thundered. That
was the end of Sunday school for me.
One night when I was 11, I came home and
found Daddy standing with a gun to his head.
As I watched in horror, he pulled the trigger.
After the funeral, Mama sent me to California to
live with my older sister and her boyfriend. Lonely
and confused, I spent a lot of time staring at the
TV, and one day I saw a talk-show host
interviewing David Duke, the Grand Wizard of the
Ku Klux Klan. Fascinated, I asked around about
how to get in touch with the Klan, and before long
a representative came to visit. “Son,” he said,
“what you need is a real family—the Klan.”
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Week after week he showed up to take me to
meetings. Desperate to belong to something, at the
age of 14 I joined as a full-fledged member.
Eventually I became David Duke’s bodyguard, and
by the time I was 20, I had become the Grand
Dragon of Oklahoma.
I was a tireless recruiter for the Klan in
Oklahoma, and it grew under my leadership. I was
a fiery speaker, spreading the gospel of hate. That’s
why, when I was asked to speak at that particular
radio station in Tulsa in 1979, I jumped at the
chance. Only shortly before the program did I learn
it would be a debate between the NAACP’s
Reverend Wade Watts and myself. But I wasn’t
worried. I looked forward to it—a chance to put a
Black man in his place.
So I refused to shake hands with the nicely
dressed older gentleman carrying a worn Bible. But
as I took in his strong, kind face and dignified
manner, he reached out and shook my hand anyway.
“Hello, Mr. Clary,” he said. “I’m Reverend Watts.
Before we go in, I just want you to know that I love
you and Jesus loves you.”
Our on-air debate went back and forth, me
firing off reasons the races should never have
anything to do with each other, and the reverend
politely refuting everything I said and quoting
Scripture. When he zeroed in on me with pointed
questions about the beliefs I held, I could only
mumble the generic slogans of the Klan. I became
flustered by his calm. “I’m not listening to any
more,” I snarled, storming out.
I gathered my things and was heading through
the lobby when the reverend appeared. I would
have gladly pushed him out of my way except that
he was holding a baby in his arms. “Mr. Clary,
this is my daughter Tia,” he said. “And I have one
last question for you.” He held out a little girl with
shining dark eyes and skin, and one of the sweetest
expressions I had ever seen. “You say you hate all
Black people, Mr. Clary. Just tell me—how can
you hate this child?”
Stunned, I turned and almost ran. I heard the
reverend call after me: “I’m going to love you and
pray for you, Mr. Clary, whether you like it or
not!”
I didn’t like it. Over the next 10 years I had
two burning goals. One was to climb the Klan’s
national ranks to the position of Imperial Wizard.
The second was to make Reverend Wade Watts pay
for what he had done. I would make him hate me.
But as ferociously as the Oklahoma Klan
continued its campaign, just as firmly Reverend
Wade Watts worked for justice and equality.
Klansmen barraged his family with threatening
phone calls. His windows were broken; effigies
were torched on his lawn. His church was burned
to the ground. The 13 Watts children—a number of
whom were adopted—were threatened and had to be
escorted to school by the highway patrol. Once or
twice I found myself thinking about that baby, little
Tia. I drove the thought away with hate. Still,
nothing the Klan did stopped the reverend, nothing
shut him up. When he joined ranks with an
Oklahoma senator to outlaw the telephone hot lines
we used for recruiting, we called an emergency
meeting. Klan members crowded around me as I
dialed the Watts home.
“I want you to know we’re coming to get you,”
I hissed when the reverend answered. “And this
time we mean business... “
“Hello, Johnny Lee!” he said, as though hearing
from a long-lost relative. “You don’t have to come
for me, I’ll meet you. How about at a nice little
restaurant I know out on Highway 270? I’m

buying.”
“This isn’t a joke, old man. We’re coming
over, and when we’re finished, you’ll wish you’d
never crossed us.”
“This place has the best home cooking you ever
tasted. Apple pie that’ll make you long for more.
Fluffy mashed potatoes. Iced tea in mason jars....”
I slammed down the phone. “He wants to take
us out to dinner,” I said in disbelief. “Talked about
apple pie and iced tea.”
“The old man’s gone crazy,” someone said.
“Let’s forget about him.”
We left Reverend Wade Watts alone after that.
I turned my energies to solidifying my position in
my “family,” and in 1989 I was appointed Imperial
Wizard. I had just gone through a divorce and lost
custody of my baby daughter, and in desperation I
focused on a new goal. I wanted to unify all hate
groups—from skinheads to neo-Nazis under the
umbrella of the Klan. I arranged a national meeting
where those groups would meet and, I hoped, unite
in strength.
That was to be the culmination of my efforts.
But on the day of the gathering, the Klan, skinheads
and neo-Nazis all started fighting, accusing one
another of stealing their members and mailing lists.
By the time I arrived, my unity meeting was in
shambles. As I looked out over the stormy
proceedings, I realized: These groups wanted to
“purify” the world and have it all be like them—but
they hated one another. Did I really want to live in
a world of people like that?
Were those the people I wanted to be my
family? A family whose hate extended to all colors,
backgrounds and ages. Even babies like Reverend
Wade Watts’s little daughter Tia. “How can you
hate this child?” he had asked.
How far I had come from the days when I sang
those words: “Jesus loves the little children, all the
children of the world; Red and Yellow, Black and
White, they are precious in his sight...”
Suddenly I was repulsed by the poison that
swirled around me. I felt sick to my stomach. I
turned in disgust and walked out the door.
Eventually I told the
other Klan officials I
was giving up my
position and leaving
the group forever.
My life was a
wreck. As the weeks
passed, filled by a
sense of shame and
worthlessness, I fell
into deep depression
and the stultifying
numbness of alcohol.
Then came the terrible
day I found myself in
my shabby apartment
raising a loaded gun to
my head. Daddy, I’m
following in your
footsteps. There’s no
other way to go...
I was about to pull
the trigger when I saw
sunlight break through
the partially closed
blinds—and onto a
Bible
that
lay
gathering dust on my
bookshelf, an old
Bible like the one
Reverend Wade Watts
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carried that day at the radio station. A Bible like
the one I had seen my grandmother read so many
times. Maybe there is another way. I put down the
gun and picked up the Bible. It fell open to Luke
15—the parable of the prodigal son. I read the
story three times, then fell on my knees and wept.
I quietly joined a church—whose congregation
was multiracial—and kept a low profile, studying
the Scripture, getting grounded in God’s Word.
Two years passed. And finally in 1991 I made a
phone call I had to make.
“Reverend Watts?” I asked when he picked up.
He knew my voice right away. “Hello, Johnny
Lee,” he said warmly.
“Reverend Watts, I ... I want you to know that
I resigned from the KKK two years ago. I gave my
heart to Jesus and I’m a member of an inter-racial
church.”
“Praise the Lord!” he shouted. “I’ve never
stopped praying for you! Would you do me the
honor of speaking at my church?”
How can he forgive me? How could he have
cared about me all those years?
When I stepped to the podium at his church and
looked out over the congregation of mostly Black
faces, I told my story simply, not hiding from the
past or sugarcoating the depth and bitterness of my
involvement. Then I told them how God had
changed all the hate in my heart to love.
There was silence when I finished. A teenage
girl got to her feet and ran down the aisle toward
me, arms open. I started to move in front of the
altar, to pray with her. As I passed the reverend, I
realized he was weeping. “Don’t you know who
that is, Johnny Lee?” he asked quietly. “That’s Tia.
That’s my baby.”
Yes, what I needed was a real family. And
there had been one waiting to open its arms to me
all along. —Johnny Lee Clary, Tulsa, Oklahoma
[End quoting]
What a powerful story about what destruction
racism can cause! No wonder the elite have
placed racism near the top of their bag of tricks
for world control and societal collapse.

The Spirit Of God

I recently met a man who had changed from
a sickly, self-pitying, complaining, neurotic
bore to a friendly, community-minded citizen
by the simple process of reading and believing
an affirmation. The affirmation said:
The Spirit of God is in me and there is no
miracle that It cannot perform. I am the only
one who controls Its flow. I can shut It off or
I can turn It on. To the exact degree that I
believe in this Power, I have this Power.
—From the book Make It An Adventure,
by Marcus Bach
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The Truth
About Bosnia
10/16/98

DAVID ICKE

O n D e c e m b e r 1 9 , 1 9 9 4 , w r i t e r Wa r r e n
Hough [of the Spotlight newspaper] claimed that
H e n r y K i s s i n g e r wa s a c c u s e d by Fr e n c h
President Mitterand of being the “master
manipulator” of the Yugoslav conflict. The
allegation is said to have been made at a
meeting of the European Security Conference in
Budapest, Hungary.
According to Warren Hough:
“As part of their war plans, the Serb leaders
spent millions of dollars on contracts and
payoffs in the United States. Wall Street
sources say that most of these short-lived deals
were apparently set up to make money for
K i s s i n g e r ’s c o n s u l t i n g f i r m , K i s s i n g e r
Associates, the founding director of which was
Lord Car rington, a ‘peace’ negotiator in the
former Yugoslavia. Money was also made for
t wo o f K i s s i n g e r ’s c r o n i e s , L aw r e n c e
Eagleburger and Brent Scowcroft. A review of
bank records in New York City revealed that as
early as 1992 Eagleburger (former US Secretary
of State) and Scowcroft (White House national
security advisor for George Bush) concealed a
compromising ‘cash nexus’ to the Serbs while
they were supposedly formulating ‘impartial US
positions’ toward the warring ethnic factions of
the former Yugoslavia.”
It is a point of interest that an advisor
to Serb leader Radovan Karadzic has been
Sir Alfred Sherman, who has operated from
an apartment next door to Karadzic’s off ice.
According to published research, Sherman
i s k n ow n a s t h e “ i nve n t o r o f M a rg a r e t
Thatcher”, and he was at the forefront of
the maneuvering that led to her election. The
Serbs were funded by the Elite via Belgrade
b a n k s i nvo l v e d i n m a s s ive d r u g - m o n ey
laundering. It is also amazing how many
“ f o u n d a t i o n s ” we r e s e t u p i n t h e f o r m e r
Yu g o s l av i a by f i n a n c i a l s p e c u l a t o r G e o rg e
Soros. He has set up these fronts in Bosnia,
Croatia, Slovenia and Belgrade. Soros is a close
friend of Lawrence Eagleburger at Kissinger
Associates, the former US ambassador to
B e l g r a d e a n d a c l o s e a l ly o f S l o b o d o n
Milosevic. According to writer and researcher
Ben Vidgen, writing in Nexus magazine in
February 1996, America, Germany and Israel
were running a secret airlift of arms to Croatia
and Bosnia from the start of the conflict.
French journalists revealed in 1994 that CIA
a g e n t s we r e l u r i n g B o s n i a n M u s l i m s i n t o
reckless and hopeless counter-attacks against the
Serbs on false promises of US support—a fact

backed up by George Kenney, an American
off icial in charge of Yugoslav affairs at the US
State Department until he quit in disgust on
August 14, 1992. War ren Hough states that
while the Muslims were set up, the Kissinger
network was playing the “good guy-bad guy”
game, which manipulators use so often. It
involved the two Serb leaders, Milosevic and
Karadzic. According to Hough:
“Under this scenario, Milosevic, the client of
Kissinger Associates, publicly repudiated and
condemned the illegal onslaught of Karadzic’s
troops against Bosnian Muslims. But covertly
t h e M i l o s ev i c g ove r n m e n t f u r n i s h e d t h e
‘renegade’ forces of Karadzic with all the
weapons and support they needed to wage an
implacable ‘war of extermination’ against
their Muslim neighbors. Muslin resupply
wa s , o f c o u r s e , bl o c ke d by t h e U N a r m s
embargo.”
The research also claims that Saudi Arabia,
itself a fascist tyranny, was being set up by this
plan. According to some sources, King Fahd
was repeatedly assured that the US planned to
lift the arms embargo in time to allow weapons
to reach the Muslims. As a result, the King
convinced other Islamic leaders to have faith in
Wa s h i n g t o n . N ow, t h e S a u d i m o n a r c hy i s
renounced as a traitor to Islam which, of course,
suits the manipulators well. In the light of all
this, there are some interesting connections
between the “peace negotiators” in Bosnia. Lord
Car rington (Royal Institute of Inter national
Affairs, Bilderberger, Trilateral Commission,
Committee of 300), Lord
Owen (Bilderberger, Trilaterial
C o m m i s s i o n ) a n d S we d e n ’s
C a r l B i l d t ( B i l d e r b e rg e r )
followed each other as off icial
“ p e a c e n eg o t i a t o r s ” f o r t h e
European Union in the former
Yu g o s l av i a .
C y r u s Va n c e
(CFR,TC,Bil,Comm300) was
t h e U N “ p e a c e n eg o t i a t o r ” ,
wh i l e a t t h e s a m e t i m e a
director of Manufacturers
Hanover Trust. When Vance
resigned, the UN appointed
Norway’s Thorvald Stoltenberg
(TC,Bil).
A n d, wh e n t h e
u n d e r s t a n d a b ly f a i l e d t o
“achieve peace”, Jimmy Carter
(TC) flies to Bosnia as an
“independent negotiator”.
Later
came
Richard
Holbrooke (TC,CFR,Bil), the
peace envoy of Bill Clinton
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(CFR,TC,Bil) and the US ambassador to
Yugoslavia was Warren Zimmerman (TC,CFR)
to repor t to War ren Christopher (TC,CFR).
Remember the hor rif ic genocide in Rwanda?
Who ar rived in Rwanda just days before it
broke out on an undisclosed “diplomatic
mission”?
Lord Carrington and Henry
Kissinger. Can pigs fly?
SO, THE CONTRIVED “BOSNIAN
CONFLICT” HAS LED TO THE CREATION
O F T H E B I G G E S T M U LT I NAT I O NA L
FORCE ASSEMBLED SINCE WORLD
WAR II, made possible by deliberatelycaused human suffering. The main front man
for this NATO world army was Bill Clinton
( C F R , T C , B i l ) , t h e “ ye s m a n ” f o r D av i d
Rockefeller and the Elite.
On December 6, 1995 we saw a full-page
a d ve r t i s e m e n t i n t h e ( C I A - c o n t r o l l e d )
Washington Post placed by an organization
calling itself the “Committee for American
Leadership in Bosnia”, signed by Zbigniew
Brzezinski (CFR,TC founder,Bil), Congressman
Stephen Solarz (CFR), George Soros (Bil),
Michael Armacost (CFR and President of the
Elite Brookings Institute) and Leslie Gelb (TC,
president of CFR). We have one-party states
within a one-par ty world under a one-party
army. How many more have to suffer before the
political stooges stop being duped? How many
more tragedies before the human race takes
control of its own destiny?
We need to stop looking to politicians for
answers and start organizing ourselves in our
own communities to build local economies and
organizations which can operate outside this
manipulation. A GOOD STATEMENT OF
I N T E N T, I N M Y V I E W, WO U L D B E A
M A S S - B OY C OT T O F A L L S TAT E A N D
NATIONAL ELECTIONS. TO VOTE UNDER
PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES IS TO GIVE
C R E D E N C E TO A S Y S T E M T H AT I S
DESIGNED TO CONTROL US AND NOT TO
SET US FREE. BY REFUSING TO VOTE
AND HAVE ANY PA RT IN IT, WE CAN
SHOW HOW WE FEEL. WE CAN SAY TO
THE MANIPULATORS: “ WE KNOW WHAT
YOU ARE DOING AND THE GAME IS UP.
WE
WILL
NO
LONGER
BE
MANIPULATED INTO SUPPORTING AND
MAINTAINING THE ONE-PARTY STATE
AND A ONE-PARTY WORLD.

Pleasure is seldom found
where it is sought.
Our brightest blazes of gladness
are commonly kindled
by unexpected sparks.
—Samuel Johnson
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IRS Control Strategy Over
Christian Churches
[Continued

from

Front

Page]

property and sold it at a government “auction” free speech and freedom of religion?
to a f ictitious, IRS proprietary corporation.
Contrary to what you say, even Jerry Falwell
As a result of this and similar infractions and Pat Robertson are not immune from IRS
committed by the IRS against churches, Pastor harassment. Falwell’s group was recently forced
Dixon and scores of other pastor have founded by the IRS to pay a stiff f ine. Robertson’s
the Unregistered Church Coalition, made up of Christian Coalition is now hobbling through an
churches who refuse to register as 501(c)3 entities IRS audit. The Rutherford Institute, the Christian
with the IRS and federal government.
foundation that supported Paula Jones in her
The goal of the
lawsuit against Bill
IRS is to shut the
Clinton, is also
m o u t h s o f B i bl e eing
audited.
“These
s o - c a l l e d bSadly,
b e l i ev i n g C h r i s t i a n
the IRS threat
pastors and church
governments are in reality is only too real, and
leaders. Please also
our religious and
o n ly g r e a t b a n d s o f speech freedoms are
read The Sanctuary Of
S i l e n c e , by Pe t e r
jeopardy.
robbers and murderers, in dire
Kershaw and you'll
Also,
yo u
understand
why
strangely defend the
organized,
disciplined,
and
obtaining 501(c)3
IRS by saying that
status is the kiss of
constantly on the alert.”
you are “personally
death for America's
i nvo l v e d w i t h a t
churches.
least four ministries
—Lysander Spooner, 1869
Please also write
that do at least half
the American Center
of those things (“35
for Law and Justice
Things Prohibited
(ACLJ), P.O. Box 64429, Virginia Beach, Virginia By The IRS”) [see article following] on an active
23467. Ask for a copy of their “Sept. 1998 Case basis and are audited by the IRS for compliance
Notes” newsletter. In it, they present voluminous EVERY SINGLE YEAR and have never been cited
evidence of an outrageous campaign by the IRS yet, much less lost their rating.” You contend
to clamp down on Bible-believing churches. The this is proof the IRS are good guys.
ACLJ documents how the IRS has used secret
But, read your own words: These four
p h o t og r a p h i c
s u r ve i l l a n c e
and
o t h e r ministries are audited EVERY SINGLE YEAR,
unconstitutional methods. Further, the ACLJ was year in and year out—and you don’t think that’s
able to get to court and force the IRS to “reveal harassment?! According to the IRS Nonprofit
their agenda to monitor churches and censor any Division, there are 900,000 non-profit churches
speech they deem to be too political.”
and organizations in the U.S.A. Each year, less
According to the ACLJ, in its audits and than one-half percent—a tiny, insignif icant
investigations of churches, the IRS looks for what number—are subjected to an audit. Yet, the four
the agency contends are "secret code words" from ministries you mention are all audited regularly
t h e p u l p i t — wo r d s l i ke “ p r o - l i f e ” a n d for compliance EVERY SINGLE YEAR.
“conservative”.
That’s not fair treatment. Those Christian
Pastor Greg Dixon can tell you about much g r o u p s a r e b e i n g s i n g l e d o u t f o r r e p e a t e d
of this same thing. For example, the Pastor harassment and intimidation. Audits cost time
recounts how the IRS and Department of Justice and expense—CPAs must be paid, etc. IRS audits
attempted to recruit church members as spies. are aggravating and morale-destroying. It is
The IRS’s own f iles on the Indianapolis church wrong to go after the same ministries year after
included reports by agents who attended church year. Even if they are allowed for now to keep
services and took copious notes. None of what their tax-exempt status, the IRS is, by its repeated
they heard was anything other than Godly audits, letting these four groups know that at any
preaching!
time the feds want, the plug can be pulled, and
Please, research this matter and join those of the ministries are in big trouble. That is the
us who want the government to comply fully with reason for the repeated audits, over and over.
the First Amendment to the Constitution. Do
Please call up 20 of your local churches and
you agree with us that churches and Christian organizations that are liberal, pro-Bill Clinton,
ministries should enjoy the unfettered right to and anti-Bible. Contact Planned Parenthood, an
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Episcopal Church, a feminist organization, or a
homosexual group. And you’ll f ind out they are
NEVER audited! WHY?
So, by your own testimony, the IRS is unfairly
singling out these four conservative Christian
ministries. If you truly care for what Christianity
and the U.S. Constitution stand for, please help
us work to make sure that this unfair intimidation
campaign by the IRS ceases immediately.
***
35 THINGS
PROHIBITED BY THE IRS
Does the IRS hate the Gospel and despise
Bible-believing Christians? Has the IRS become
a police-state agency that regularly persecutes
churches, pastors, and ministries that still believe
in old-fashioned patriotism? Listed below are 35
things the IRS contends are prohibited of churches
and ministries. A pastor or ministry leader who
violates the guidelines of the IRS on these 35
prohibitions can have the church or group’s tax
exemption revoked and be dealt with harshly by
the IRS.
These 35 prohibitions on churches and
ministries demonstrate how the IRS and the
federal government now control churches and
insure politically and religiously “cor rect”
behavior. Liberal Christian churches and false
religions such as Hunduism, Witchcraft, and
Scientology are not affected by these rules—only
Bible-believing, Christian ministries and churches.
Also, keep in mind: These 35 things are not
prohibited by law nor by the Constitution. The
IRS considers itself above the law and the
Constitution.
1. Expose conspiracies.
2. Criticize the New World Order.
3. Say or publish anything negative about any
politician, Republican or Democrat.
4 . C r i t i c i z e g ov e r n m e n t a g e n c i e s a n d
bureaus—the IRS, FBI, BATF, CIA, EPA, DEA,
OSHA, DOJ, etc.
5. Criticize an institution of government such
as the White House, the Congress, the Federal
Reserve Board, or the Supreme Court.
6. Encourage citizens to call or write their
congressman, senator, governor, mayor, or other
public off icial.
7. Criticize any proposed or pending bill or
legislation that would take away the rights and
freedoms of the people.
8 . M a ke d i s p a r a g i n g r e m a r k s a b o u t , o r
criticize, any other faith group, cult, or religion.
9. Expose or criticize the New Age Movement.
10. Suppor t or encourage a law-abiding
citizen’s militia.
11. Support or encourage the Second
Amendment, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms.
12. Discourage young women from getting an
abortion, or endorse the pro-life movement.
13. Teach that abortion, especially partial birth
abortion, is murder and is the killing of innocent
babies.
14. Identify homosexuality as a sin and an
abomination to God.
15. Express an opinion on any subject or issue.
16. Appeal to peoples’ emotions by employing
an evangelization method (such as “f ire and
brimstone” preaching) not considered a “reasoned
approach” by the IRS.
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17. Discuss or identify threats to Christianity.
18. Discuss subjects or topics the IRS deems
“sensationalist”.
19. Criticize well-known public f igures or
institutions the IRS deems “worthy”, such as the
s u p e r- r i c h e l i t e , i n t e r n a t i o n a l b a n ke r s , t h e
Hollywood movie industry, etc.
20. Publish or broadcast information on any
topic without giving credence to the opposing
viewpoints of Christ’s enemies.
21. Publish and offer books, tapes, or products
that expose the elitist plot against humanity and
God.
22. Criticize the Pope or the Vatican, or
contrast the New Catholic Catechism with the
truths found in the Holy Bible.
(Note: Only liberal churches are permitted by
the IRS to criticize the Catholic Church).
23. Criticize the United Nations or such
globalist g roups as the Council on Foreign
Relations, the Bilderbergers, and the Trilateral
Commission.
24. Criticize the Masonic Lodge, the Order
of Skull & Bones, or other secret societies.
25. Highlight or otherwise bring attention to
immorality of public off icials or corruption in
government.
26. Complain of government wrongdoing or
injustice, such as happened at Waco, Ruby Ridge,
and elsewhere.
27. Criticize the Jewish ADL or other Jewish
lobby groups.
28. Say anything positive about the “religious
right” or the “patriot movement”.
29. Support home schooling, home churches,
or unregistered churches.
30. Spend money on missionary projects or
charitable causes not approved by the IRS.
3 1 . P r o m o t e o r e n c o u r a g e a l t e r n a t iv e
healthcare (herbs, vitamins, etc.).
32. Expose false teachings of any kind by
anyone.
33. Support or encourage persecuted
Christians suffering under anti-Christian regimes
in Red China, Cuba, Russia, Israel, Saudi Arabia,
the United States, and elsewhere.
3 4 . O r d a i n a p a s t o r wh o s e t r a i n i n g o r
qualifications are not approved by the IRS.
35. Advocate or teach any Bible doctrine that
is politically or religiously incor rect, or is
inconsistent with any “public policy” (abortion,
feminism, gay rights, etc.) cur rently being
enforced by the IRS.
P l e a s e ex a m i n e t h e a b ove l i s t o f 3 5
prohibitions on Christian free speech and activity
by the IRS, and decide for yourself: Are
conservative Christian ministries and churches
being selectively persecuted? Is the IRS
willfully violating the civil rights of Christian
believers? Are Christian believers receiving
the equal protection of the law? What does
the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
say?
***
“Mr. Marrs, the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) is exploring whether Living Truth Ministries
has violated its 501(c)3 tax exempt status.”
Those were the words of the IRS agent
conducting an examination of our ministry’s
“philosophy and viewpoints” which began some
nine months ago. The agent said that we may
have violated IRS policies by making disparaging
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remarks about faith groups and cults that oppose
Christianity. We may also be subjected to
penalties and f ines because we have exposed the
“Catholic Pope, the United Nations, the Masonic
O r d e r, t h e S k u l l a n d B o n e s S o c i e t y, t h e
Illuminati,” and other organizations deemed
wo r t hy by t h e I R S . T h e I R S a l s o f o u n d
o b j e c t i o n a bl e o u r s t a n d a g a i n s t t h e s e x u a l
immorality and pro-abortion views of President
Bill Clinton.
The IRS warned us that Christian churches
and ministries that identify “threats to
Christianity” may be at risk of violating IRS
guidelines. We were even told that if anything
we publish does not appear reasonable to the IRS
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we can be punished.
I have enclosed a list [above] of 35 things the
IRS contends are prohibited conduct for tax
exempt Christian churches and ministries. Do
you agree with me that the IRS and the federal
thought police have gone horribly off the deepend in dictating what Bible-believing preachers
and Christians can and cannot preach or discuss?
Whatever happened to freedom of religion and
freedom of speech?
Please pray with us that the IRS and the
enemies of Christ will fail in their blatant attempt
to silence the true Church of the Living God and
our Savior, Jesus Christ.
—Texe Marrs

View From Malaysia

On Recovery Of
A Sick World
this political mess. If Anwar is guilty he will
be fairly treated and tried in a court of law, and
that is what the public demands—nothing more.
AND HOW WAS
They do NOT WANT A CLINTON IN THEIR
YOUR WEEKEND?
GOVERNMENT! Especially are citizens here
And what has come from ours? Well, we getting fed up with the feedback from the U.S.
get a very insidious, and insipid, example of critters in power. Just one example:
foreign press in the political arena of
[QUOTING, NEW STRAITS TIMES, Mon.,
Malaysia—while Dr. Mahathir, the Prime
Oct. 20, 1998:]
Minister, is away of course.
In the Sunday Morning Post of South
LETTER OF THE DAY:
China it has inch-high headlines which claim
“10,000 RALLY FOR RELEASE OF
ANWAR”.
WEST’S REFUSAL TO ACCEPT
This is an outright LIE! How do you
OUR CHOICE OF LEADERS
expect to ever have respect and recognition
UNDEMOCRATIC
when such international lies are posted and
only to find there is NOTHING to such a
[H: AND THAT’S THE NICEST TERM
statement, 10,000 or otherwise. Gatherings are I’VE HEARD.]
not held here except with permits and, yes,
Senior US officials and senators have
Mrs. Anwar did try for something or other r e c e n t l y m a d e c o m m e n t s t h a t a m o u n t t o
after giving a promise she would not attend interference in Malaysia’s internal political
a n y t h i n g . B u t m o r e o v e r , t h e r e w e r e n o affairs.
gatherings even remotely resembling anything
Malaysia inherited the present political
the Chinese paper (and Associated Press) put system from its colonial days. This Western
to international headlines.
system of government empowers the Prime
If there were 10,000 gathered anywhere in Minister to appoint his cabinet and dismiss it
Malaysia, for anything, it would have been as too (with or without reasons).
celebration for Deepavali, one of the most
The Western media has relentlessly attacked
beautiful celebrations of the Hindu people. It P r i m e M i n i s t e r D a t u k S e r i D r . M a h a t h i r
is a celebration of LIGHT and a time of Mohamad for an action that is part and parcel
binding family ties and renewals of values of of this political system.
honor and goodness.
When Russian President Boris Yeltsin
I can promise everyone everywhere—that sacked his entire Cabinet, the Western media
the people of Malaysia are getting fed up with and politicians kept their comments (if any) to
the criminal lies being spread about concerning themselves.
10/20/98 #1

HATONN
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Former US Senator Sam Nunn has called on
the Malaysia Government to allow orderly
demonstrations. He is either naive or chooses
to ignore the potentially ugly consequences of
such demonstrations.
Nunn is strangely unaware of what
happened in Kuala Lumpur when the mob took
matters into its own hands and things almost
went out of control. The Western media
thrives on the drama of such street politics and
repeatedly print and televise strategically-taken
photos and scenes of chase and arrest for
sensation and impact.
This is irresponsible. Mob mentality cannot
be given undue publicity and thus encouraged.
All peace-loving Malaysians are grateful to
the authorities for the restraint shown and the
firmness taken to maintain law and order.
Public safety must not be compromised.
Democracy is all about majority. For the
umpteenth time, can the West please take note
that Dr. Mahathir is very much a duly and
popularly elected Prime Minister?
The repeated standing ovation by the
hundreds of thousands of Malaysians given to
him during the Commonwealth Games (and at
the height of the unruly demonstrations) speaks
for itself.
The vast majority of Malaysians support and
respect Dr. Mahathir as Prime Minister. The
refusal of the West to accept this is
undemocratic. E.T. Cheong, Kuala Lumpur

himself into another nation’s affairs. He is in
Japan and national pride has never been higher
toward his leadership. Oh would it be that you
Americans could say as much—and yet you
would send that derelict from the gutter to
interrupt and embarrass a gathering of Asian
nations trying to survive the mess thrust upon
them by just such as Clinton and his rag-tag
buddies who manipulate him.
Frankly, it breaks my heart to see the
anguish and sadness on the face of this Godly
man as he struggles to hold his nation together
and out of the pits of total destruction—while
you throw stones at him. God never forgets the
stoned—but neither does he EVER FORGET
THE STONE-THROWERS.
The topic of his most recent speaking is
expectedly good in presentation and actual
perception.

[END OF QUOTING]
Where the most objection comes is from
such articles as referred to above in the South
China paper as well as repeats of articles in
every Western journal around: The pictures and
tales are of the original upheaval when a
massive march was planned to disrupt the
Commonwealth games. Further it should be
noted that after investigation into who was
responsible—one by one the demonstrators who
were arrested and not guilty were released with
much appreciation on their part—for being so
very well treated.
Anwar is being detained in a special room
with all the comforts he could have anywhere.
He has special food and dines with the Head
of the Correction Authority. He is both well
and totally comfortable.
Now, citizens of the world, if you are
content with adultery, deviant sexual appetites
in practice in the highest office of your lands—
then you may well be the one with the
problem. No man who would handle his
private affairs like Mr. Clinton will do other
than place your nation into the same corrupt
practices—and that includes nuclear war. That
very point has been tossed about over and over.
If you have naught but flawed character traits—
you will have flawed character working in
action. And if you can’t believe the press
when it comes to such as a 10,000-member
gathering being a direct lie—how can you even
think to consider the “polls” who give Clinton
those ridiculous rankings for “doing a good
job”. He is doing one of the most lousy jobs
ever attributed to any national leader
anywhere—where are your brains?
Every day in every way this fine man called
Mahathir brings honor and distinction to his
position and to his nation—not shame and
embarrassment—and would never interject

[QUOTING:]
CAPITALISM’S FRIENDLY
FACE HAS VANISHED
by Dr. Mahathir Mohamad
We are fast approaching a new millennium,
a new era which promises to be very different
from the previous two. The millennium will
surely see not only changes but a rapidity of
change that will truly leave us breathless. [H:
I’d say that is a gross understatement.]
The changes may be the result of technology
but they will also be the result of new
sociological ideas and philosophies, new creeds,
and new values.
Change requires adjustments on the part of
everyone. Some will adjust well and will
benefit from change. Some will not be able to
adjust so well or may fail to adjust altogether.
And when they fail completely or partially
they will have to pay a price in terms of being
left behind and misfortunes.
We are now being given a preview of some
of the things to come.
The 19th century saw progress in the
conversion of the agrarian economy to the
industrial economy. The feudal lords seized on
the industrial opportunities to exploit their
former serfs.
The conditions of labour in Europe were
inhuman and demeaning. The sole concern of
the industrialists was to maximize their profits.
By the beginning of the 20th century things
were coming to a boil. Workers’ resentment
grew. Despite repressive actions by the
democratic Governments, workers formed unions
and took industrial action to demand better pay
and working conditions.
In the meantime some sociologists began to
rethink the social and economic order which
prevailed then. In a violent rejection of the
capitalist system they promoted their socialistic
and communistic theories.
They insisted that exploitation of workers
must be stopped, if necessary through violent
revolution. The Russian revolution of 1917 was
the epitome of the communist creed of
expropriation and the liquidation of the
capitalists.
Communism appeared set to spread
worldwide. Fearful of the fate that had befallen
their Eastern counterparts, the Western
capitalists reined in their greed.
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A friendlier face of capitalism was
presented, one which accommodates some of the
demands of the working class. Workers were
allowed to form political parties and to contest
elections. Socialist Governments emerged as
alternatives to Communism.
World War II ended with the world divided
into two blocs, capitalists and socialists on one
side and communists on the other. The breakup of the Western empires resulted in the
emergence of numerous ill-prepared independent
countries in Asia and Africa.
The struggle to win the minds and the
support of the newly independent non-aligned
countries was set in motion. For a time the
newly independent countries enjoyed being
wooed by both sides.
But unfortunately the leftist communist bloc
collapsed. The need to frustrate the communists
by pandering to the wishes of the neutral
independent countries disappeared.
Now these countries have no choice but to
submit to the Western capitalist. Now they all
must accept the only ideology—capitalism in its
worst form.
The new capitalist insists upon the right of
capital to go anywhere and to shape all
Governments in their own image. Nobody
should do anything to obstruct the flow of
capital across borders. Those who oppose such
free flows must be deemed heretics.
Admittedly, a free flow of capital can result
in poor countries becoming enriched. Many
poor countries therefore welcome foreign capital
in the form of direct investments. And indeed
the poor countries seemed to prosper with the
ever-increasing inflow of foreign capital.
What the developing countries did not
realize is that capital can also flow out freely
and rapidly. When this happens the wealth can
disappear overnight.
As the end of the 20th century approaches
the friendly face of capitalism has disappeared.
Devaluation of the currency and share prices as
capital is rapidly pulled out resulted in the
destruction almost completely of the wealth of
many developing countries.
Along with the collapsing economy have
gone the political stability and social well-being
of the people of these countries.
And so as a result of the assaults on the
currencies and the stock markets of the
previously rich nations of East Asia, we now
see widespread poverty and depression. Where
before there was wealth and plenty, where
before there was political and social stability,
we see today extreme deprivation, turmoil and
utter confusion.
Governments which before had engineered
miracles of economic development are now
being overthrown and replaced with
Governments which can do no better.
Still capitalism, the free flow of capital,
deregulation, and globalization are trumpeted as
the new religion, the new ideology, the only
ideology for the whole world. Question it and
you will be labelled a heretic.
If democracy stands in the way it too must
be brushed aside.
And so duly-elected
Governments must allow themselves to be
disciplined by market forces, meaning the rich
with their billions invested in funds which
indulge in currency trading and raids on stock
markets.
This is the world of the new millennium.
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Developing countries must take note of this. If
we are not careful, if we do not take this job
of developing our countries seriously, we may
revert to becoming colonies again.
East Asia is well known for the economic
miracles we were supposed to have achieved.
Actually they were not miracles.
They were
just the result of hard work and discipline,
something which everyone can acquire and
practice, whether they are Asian or European or
African.
The most difficult part is the acquisition and
practice of these traits, which incidentally have
been described as part of Asian values.
Actually the Europeans had these values too
when they were on their way up. So they are
really universal traits which can be cultivated by
anyone.
I think that Asians should share their
experience with others so that all can enjoy
growth and development. Our experience is
quite recent and it is still fresh in our minds.
We should be able to pass it on with greater
ease.
The post-independence turmoil lasted a bit
longer in Africa than in Asia. Socialist
ideologists clouded the views of those who
gained power after African independence.
Now that period is over. All over Africa
there is a keen desire to give the people the
kind of life they deserve as independent people.
The desire is there but the skills and the means
are not.
That is why it is timely that Asian countries
like Japan and to a lesser extent Malaysia and
others should stretch out a helping hand. It
will not cost the Asians much and they will
eventually be amply repaid.
When the Japanese came to Malaysia to
invest they not only profited from it but they
also helped Malaysia to prosper. As a bonus a
prosperous Malaysia has become a good market
for Japanese goods.
The benefit for those extending a helping
hand to develop countries are therefore two-fold.
The benefits are also mutual. It is truly a winwin venture.
In the early days after independence when
the objective of the donors was political
affiliation rather than economic well-being much
of the help was in the form of grants and loans
for projects which were not quite needed by the
countries concerned.
The result is that today these countries are
grossly in debt so that all their income has to
go towards paying debts.
East Asia
concentrated less on aid but more on skills and
technologies.
The East Asian approach is
therefore a better model.
If the countries of Africa are going to
develop the way East Asian countries develop,
then the strategy should be the same. True, the
countries of East Asia seem to have failed
recently but it is not really due to the true
Asian way. The failure is due to something
unforeseen.
Currency trading and raids on the stock
market are not the fault of Asians or their ways
or value system. Any country subjected to such
destructive attacks will fail.
Thus the Latin American countries have
failed and so has Russia. And recently even the
rich Western countries have exhibited their
vulnerability to such attacks.
So adopting the Asian approach and the
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Asian way towards development is still a good
strategy. Besides, there is much to learn from
the Asian weaknesses also. Although they are
not peculiarly Asian, as for example corruption,
there is much to be gained from avoiding these
weaknesses.
While European-style capitalism should be
avoided, it must be remembered that Europeans
have a lot to contribute also. Besides, the
Europeans themselves are not averse to working
with and for Africans.
France for example has expressed a
willingness to work closely with Japan and
Malaysia in assisting Africa to develop. The
three have in fact initiated a trilateral cooperation to assist Africa.
The trilateral initiative premised on African
countries taking ownership of their development
and with the overarching objective of building
a partnership rather than a donor-recipient
relationship with African countries is a unique
approach through which the three countries hope
to contribute, in a modest way, to promote the
social and economic development of African
countries.
I am sure that Japan and France would
sincerely want to help Africa develop and
prosper. As much as Japan profited from
Malaysia’s prosperity, Japan and France will
profit even more from African development and
prosperity.
[H: Ah but here comes the rub as usual—
who can AFFORD to do the helping since the
hit on all the resources of the nations. You
must have a way to form an alliance, base
resources on a foundation of VALUE and
then everyone at least has a fighting chance
to grow and prosper. If the Elite continue
to make all the wealth and shift it away from
the masses—you can have no freedom and
finally the masses will actually die out. You
have to have more and only through God can
those avenues of recovery be claimed.]
Africa is naturally rich. Its resources are
huge. In fact it was these resources that had
attracted the Europeans in the past.
Certain parts of Africa have become the
more peaceful. The Governments are
interested in the development of their
countries and the well-being of their
people. But they are handicapped due to
the poverty of their nations and the lack of
experience and expertise.
Japan and France and even Malaysia are
in a position to help the Africans overcome
their shortcomings. They can help set up
job-creating industries.
[H: I CERTAINLY HOPE OUR
FRIENDS IN AFRICA ARE PAYING
VERY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THIS
DISSERTATION AND ARE PREPARED
TO MOVE!]
Africans are very skillful. With a little
orientation the basic skills can be turned to
industrial skills. Industries should do well
in Africa as they have done well in the
countries of Asia, including Southeast Asia.
The countries of Africa have lost almost
half of a century. Malaysia had tried in a
small way to be of help. But we are a
developing country with meagre resources.
With Japan and France pitching in I am
sure we can make up for the loss of time.
Japan’s relatively new-found interest in
the well-being of Africans, Asians and even

Europeans will benefit from the stabilization and
prosperity of Africa brought about by the
cooperative efforts of three continents.
I hope this conference on African
development will help everyone to focus on
Africa. There is everything to gain and nothing
to lose by prospering Africa, a close neighbour
in a shrinking world.
(Prime Minister Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad delivered this speech at the Tokyo
International
Conference
on
African
Development, in Tokyo, yesterday [Sun., Oct.
18, 1998].)
[END OF QUOTING]
I don’t feel I need to make comment on
most of this information. It is not as simple
as just gathering up some nations and helping
with a bit of input here and there. There must
be strong enough and large enough input to, for
goodness sakes, be able to finish what is begun.
A man cannot just be given some food, for
instance, he must run through cycles of growing
it for himself so that he can train the next
generation and then the next.
WE STAND PREPARED, READY,
WILLING, AND ABLE TO SEE THIS
THROUGH BUT WE WILL NOT DO IT
“FOR” ANYONE AND NEITHER WILL WE
PUSH AND SHOVE ANYTHING OFF ONTO
ANYONE. HOWEVER, I SUGGEST YOU
IN AFRICA NUDGE YOUR CONTACTS
BECAUSE THINGS ARE GOING TO MOVE
RAPIDLY PRETTY QUICKLY NOW.
WHEN THIS HAPPENS THE ONES WHO
HAVE DRAGGED THEIR TOADIES IN
THE SANDBOX ARE NOT GOING TO
REMAIN VERY POPULAR WITH THE
NEWLY INFORMED. YOU HAVE NOW
LOST OVER A YEAR AND THE YEARS
ARE VERY PRECIOUS INDEED, AS YOU
END A MILLENNIUM AND START
ANOTHER—MOST PARTICULARLY AND
SPECIFICALLY THIS ONE.
Good afternoon and thank you for your
assistance. Salu.
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Knowledge Gives You
“Eyes” To See
10/8/98

KORTON

Good afternoon. Commander Tomeros
Maasu Korton here in Radiance and Light. I
come in service to God and The Creation, to aid
mankind during his most turbulent of times.
As the usurpers of freedom once again
increase their thrust upon their fellow human
beings, God too increases His assistance to
those who are pledged to bring Truth that man
can find his way through that which is intended
to all but smother and extinguish the life of yet
another “Earth” of experiencing humans. To
see to it that that does not happen to another
planet in this solar system, ways are and have
been provided—both financial and physical lifesustaining ways—to ensure that a REMNANT
does make it through.
Your world is overpopulated, approaching 9
billion people. Thus, with your “elite” trying
to rid themselves (any way they can) of all who
are not to be part of their “utopia”, a great
many of you are not slated to survive very long
into your year 2000.
It certainly does not have to be that way,
but as you march along to Satan’s drumbeat,
which steers the masses toward the rocky abyss
as blind goyim (nonhuman animals as translated
from the Jewish-Khazarian language known as
Yiddish), you show your enemy AND GOD that
you are willing to accept whatever fate comes
your way, with little or no effort to save
yourselves. In this I speak of the masses who
see it coming, yet do nothing to save their own
lives and stop that which is devouring their
world.
When (not if) war comes, it will be man’s
fault for not stopping the few who will have
caused it when you had the chance. For those
who effort to stop or limit it by whatever means
are available to them, BUT ALSO FAIL TO
PREPARE FOR THEIR OWN SURVIVAL, they
too will just as surely perish, and it will be by
their own ignorance.
How many warnings and prophecies do you
need to hear before you realize you ARE in the
days called Armageddon? Being forewarned is
forearmed, and you have been warned—
repeatedly.
WE WILL WALK WITH YOU
UNTIL THE “END”
We of God-Aton’s Hosts will walk with you
through the valley’s ominous shadows until
there is once again peace and harmony on your
world, or until there is no habitable ground

upon which to walk. This newspaper and the
Phoenix Journals are among the instructions
mankind has been waiting for these past 2000
years in your counting. It is these words, and
the messages “between the lines”, which will
“deliver you from evil”. However, you must
make yourself informed about what is being
offered.
Your news media does not give you news.
At best you can know WHERE things are
happening, but lies and fragments of truth are
all you can expect, for the media prostitutes are
the mouthpieces of your enslavers, nothing
more and nothing less.
However, to not be informed of what your
adversary is up to is just as gross an error as
not availing yourselves of God’s Word. How
are you to fix a thing if you know not “where”
the problem is? When the Lord (Teacher) said
“my people are destroyed for their lack of
knowledge”, that was a reference to these very
days you are living in.
Is not this your “Information Age”? Data
and documents flow with lightning speed
through
your
so-called
information
superhighways. These are things that have
come into being (publicly) only within the past
20 years or so. Never before, in your recorded
history, has so much depended on what you
know and the insights gained from this
knowing. Indeed, at the close of your twentieth
century, knowledge IS power!
The power of God’s Word is, simply
enough, in the Word. You have a brain that is
relatively empty for the most part. The reason
you use so little of it is because you do not
have that much for it to do. What do you think
is meant by the phrase, “When the student is
ready, the teacher will come”? It means that
when you have a need to know something, and
you are diligently pursuing all methods you are
aware of to gain the answer, Guides will help to
give you new tools (inspiration, books, or
whatever is most practical and beneficial to a
particular individual) with which to allow YOU
to find the answer.
Your mind is the first and foremost tool
God gave the spiritual, eternal, soul “you”. It
was the only thing you needed to receive all
that Creator had to give you. Today it is still
all you need, for God’s way of speaking to you
has never changed since man’s creation—it
didn’t need to. In God’s mind-universe, a brain
is what the physical aspect of you utilizes to
function in a physical manifested world. All
else you do in that physical world is of your
own free-will choice. God’s “gift” to Higher
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Universal man (HU-man) is to CO-CREATE
with God, and thereby experience that which
you need to experience to further your growth
AND KNOWLEDGE.
But man has used his free will to experience
those things which go against God’s Laws and
those of The Creation, and has reaped bitter
fruit for himself and his descendants. When
you developed your other physical flesh tools
(such as a mouth, hands, feet, etc.) you began
to “create” physical things to enhance your
ability to further create in the electrical
compression of third-dimensional reality. By
learning from your mistakes, as well as from
your successes, you evolved into wiser beings
who had the ability to shape your environment
into that which better suited a more harmonious
balance between people and Nature herself.
When knowledge became secondary to your
learning experience, and “sensual” physical
sensing became your all-consuming passion
(this includes food, fashion, sports and war—as
well as sex), the upward growth toward
harmony and balance became a downward spiral
toward stagnation and moral and spiritual
decay.
In the Higher Realms ALL is a positive
experience because there is no physical
dimension in which to get “lost”. Remember
that the physical realm is only a simulation of
reality. However, while you are part of the
physical experience, IT BECOMES YOUR
REALITY—and remains so until you cross back
into the spiritual domain from which all
manifested experience comes. Any endeavor or
desire or sensing that is rooted exclusively in
the physical is likely to lead to error (sin)
because it is based on something that is not
real.
KNOWLEDGE AND WISDOM
IS
ALL THAT MATTERS
All that matters in God’s Mind-universe is
knowledge and the wisdom gained from it, for
it is all your soul takes with you when you
make transition to another plane of existence.
In other words, while all your worldly
possessions don’t go with you, your
experience—gained while borrowing and
utilizing the physical tools available in physical
reality—does become a forever part of your
Higher Self.
If you would just contemplate that thought
for awhile, it will begin to make sense to you
why such is a fact of God’s universe. Since all
that you encounter in the physical is composed
fundamentally of electrical frequencies of
infinitely differing rates of vibrations—hence
different apparent compressions—there is no
solid physical matter to deal with in the first
place, only multitudes of electrical simulations
for your senses (themselves comprised of still
more electrical frequency variations) to record.
In the vast void of space, from where comes
all manifested physical “reality”, electrical
potential is very low by comparison to that
which you can see and feel as “solid mass”.
Space is the uncompressed or unwound electric
substance that is used to manufacture your
physical dimension. God’s “hands” are the
right- and left-turning (in and out) vortex-spiral
principle used to wind-up low-potential static
(still) electricity into fast-moving, high-
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potential hot bodies of seeming solids.
Whether these solids are microscopic atoms
or macrocosmic suns, THEY ARE STILL
NONPHYSICAL THINGS in origin. When
their lifestreams are completed, they go back to
being low-potential, still, electrical, INVISIBLE
substance from which God will again wind-up
suns and atoms in a never-ending cycle of
creation.
IN ALL OF THAT CREATING, THE ONLY
THING THAT IS RETAINED IS THE
MEMORY OF THOSE THINGS WHICH WERE
CREATED. AND WITH RESPECT TO MANPHYSICAL, THAT MEMORY IS THE
KNOWLEDGE AND WISDOM GAINED
FROM
HIS
EXPERIENCE
WHILE
MANIFESTED IN THE PHYSICAL.
These writings are given to man to allow
him to find his path back in the direction of
peace, harmony, and balance. Aton, The One
Light, will always provide His Lighted
fragments (you) with guidance that is most
beneficial and direct for His ones to find their
way home. AND IT WILL BE THROUGH THE
WORD THAT SUCH WILL BE DONE.
Or did you think such guidance was coming
from Jerry Falwell, or Mr. Netanyahu of Israel?
God is within, chelas!
He needs no
intermediaries—and certainly none who
themselves repeatedly and continually break His
Laws.
It is through experiential remindings and
thought-provoking parables that man learns
best. Any worthy teacher would never take the
learning experience from you by giving you all
the answers and doing your job for you—as do
your so-called leaders and Sunday preachers.
Am I against those who profess to show you
the way from the pulpits and the Crystal
Cathedrals? That is not for me, Korton, to
judge. However, they have not given you very
much in the way of methods of ridding the evils
that are consuming your world. In fact, more
blood has been shed in the name of religion and
worship than you can imagine. Is it not time
YOU “save” yourself and stop putting YOUR
responsibility off upon a Teacher who lived
among you 2000 years ago?
Can you not avail yourselves of the
teachings offered by Esu “Jesus” Immanuel
Sananda and find your own salvation? (By the
way, Sananda is the “new name” your Bible
refers to; he is who the ancient Egyptians
labeled the Master Teacher.)
The time is rapidly approaching when your
elected leaders will cave-in and cause to be
stricken for all time the allowance for
“separation of church and state” in your United
States. [Editor’s note: This is certainly a
timely comment, considering that this week’s
Front Page story was only just faxed to us on
10/23/98 from a concerned reader in Oregon,
while Commander Korton’s scribe in Los
Angeles wrote this on 10/8/98. Korton’s
explanation (below) of the true extent of the
sinister motives behind the shenanigans
reported in our Front Page story makes for a
better introductory Editor’s note to that
material than what is actually there!]
YOU ARE A NATION BIRTHED “UNDER
GOD” OF LIGHT! THERE CAN BE NO
OTHER FOUNDATION OF LASTING
VALUE!
THE ONGOING, VEILED DISPUTE
REGARDING
THE
SO-CALLED
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“SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE”
IS IN ACTUALITY THE ATTEMPT TO
SEPARATE
GOD
FROM
YOUR
CHRIST(IAN) REPUBLIC AND THE
SUBSEQUENT ASCENDING TO THE
THRONE BY THE ANTI-CHRIST OF (MAN
PROPHESIED) BIBLICAL PROJECTION.
THE “NEW RELIGION” GOES BY THE
NONSENSICAL
LABEL
“JUDEOCHRISTIAN”—THE TERMS THEREIN
ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE AND MEAN
THE EXACT OPPOSITE IN CONCEPT!
WHEN THE ADVERSARY MAKES HIS
PRESENCE KNOWN IN HIS ATTEMPT TO
TAKE THE WORLD, THE DOWNFALL OF
YOUR PRESENT FORMS OF RELIGIOUS
WORSHIP WILL BEGIN WITH THE
REALIZATION THAT THE PEOPLE HAVE
FALLEN AT THE HANDS OF THE
BASTARD
“FALSE
RELIGION”
CONJURED BY SATAN HIMSELF.
This will prove to be a fatal blow to those
who have believed with their very souls that
what they are following is THE religion. The
ones who tout this union of Jews and
Christians are the ones who are plotting the
demise of both! How else are you going to
start a war in the Middle East if there are
not generated circumstances to “cover” the
true agenda?
This is not to say that Christians and
Jews—and other “faiths”—should not join
together! Unity and brotherhood is the only
way you can save your world. It is just that,
in the case of the unknowing, this is also the
arena which evil utilizes to further divide the
people, making them ripe for conquering.
KOSOVO: A REENACTMENT
OF WORLD WAR II FOR
THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
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played the dominant role as trouble-maker
engineers there, too.]
Kissinger, Bush, Scowcroft and other heavy
hitters—former advisors and power brokers—
still pull the strings in global politics. All
three are British subjects and each, respectively,
controls a substantial portion of world politics,
world military forces, and world religion. Brent
Scowcroft is a longtime leader of the Mormon
(The word means “Satan” in the Asian world
and Mormon worship is outlawed in their
countries.) “cult”—which is to ultimately
replace Judeo-Christianity as the religion of
choice. (You see, even the Jews lose out as all
eventually are double-crossed by the Prince of
Deceivers.)
These ones are major participants in what
is happening in central Europe. Why is this
location so important to ones who play at
war? Because its central position forces—by
clever structuring of international treaty—
your G-7 nations and their allies to
participate whether they want to or not.
A war in Kosovo, with the Serbians as the
“bad guys”, provides all the ingredients
necessary to create and fan a BELIEVABLE
escalated conflict. This is why Mossad and
CIA massacres in Albania are being blamed on
president Milosovic. Every time air strikes are
threatened,
he
withdraws
his
troops
immediately—as your operatives on the ground
report and your spy plane pictures show—and is
continually goaded into more and more tenuous
positions until all-out war breaks out. Let us
not forget who his ally is—the media never
seem to put enough emphases on “the Russian
Connection”. Remember from my past lectures
just how formidable is that Russian Military
aspect of this chess game.
By the way, the reason your FBI is taking
such an active role in world policing and
investigations is because Central Intelligence is
up to their ears in covert terror campaigns with
Israeli-backed (as well as -staffed) death squads,
and the Agency is trying to keep the focus off
of what they ARE doing abroad.
Getting back to the chess game with the
Russian Military, this is why former MI-6
(British Intelligence) agent, Richard Tomlinson,
is such a hated man by your world
governments—with the exception of Switzerland
and possibly Russia. In addition to his
providing you with the opportunity for physical
proof of that which we already brought to you
regarding the assassination of Princess Diana
and Dodi al Fayed by British-Israel, French, and
American operatives, he also knows enough to
expose—AND BRING TO AN END, WITH
YOUR
SUPPORT—the
entire
World
Domination plan.
Believe me, chelas, there is a heavy price
tag on Tomlinson’s head, and if it were not for
the protection of God’s Lighted Shielding (and
perhaps a few Godly Russians), he would have
been long ago assassinated during one of his
plane trips as he fled from country to country
seeking asylum.

There is a concerted effort to start a war.
All hot spots—whether they be ancient
battlegrounds or newly created places to
intentionally foster disputes—are going to be
manipulated. Kosovo, a Bolshevik-manipulated
region of southwest Serbia, is secretly being
controlled by Kissinger Associates, Inc., the
low-profile, political “consulting” group which
specializes in promoting violence for the
express purpose of furthering UN-based global
control.
You will recall that this is the same kind of
tactic focused several years ago upon Kuwait—a
region AND LAWFUL PROPERTY of southeast
Iraq. The “sleight of hand” worked there once
and can easily work there again—so long as so
many Americans remain asleep to or silent
about the truth of the matter.
This Kosovo region is the other major area
to watch because it is there a World War can be
sparked and Slobodan Milosevic, Serbian
Yugoslav president and the newest “elitist” to
fall out of favor with his New World Order
benefactors, is the point-man of focus in this
little segment of the play. Remember he was
the puppet carrying out the “ethnic cleansing”
orders in Bosnia not long ago.
BRITISH SECRETS ACT
[Editor’s note: Again, Commander Korton’s
IS THE DIRECT CAUSE FOR
choice of topics to cover in this article acts as
THE DOWNING OF
a connecting rod to yet another story in this
SWISSAIR FLIGHT 111
week’s CONTACT. This time it’s the News
Desk Special Report on Bosnia on page 7,
When Tomlinson was denied entry into the
wherein we read how Kissinger Associates United States, after trying to disclose British-
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Israeli plans (which quite literally are for the
downfall of your free world), he went to
Geneva, Switzerland, where you have neutral
laws concerning banking and politics. When he
got there, he was allowed to speak by satellite
link to Matt Lauer, a high-level Mossad agent,
on the Today Show.
Incidentally, there are various ways in which
the average citizen can utilize the same clues
that ones within the intelligence community
employ to pass on information.
One
ridiculously obvious “red flag” is in their
clothing—ties in particular.
In Israel, suits are normally not worn with
ties because that “uniform” is a sign of a lower
“worker” class of servant in the eyes of your
Khazarian-Israeli “elite” masters. However,
GREY
WILL
ALWAYS
BE
THE
PREDOMINANT COLOR OF RECOGNITION
BETWEEN THE COVERT BANKSTER
THIEVES AND THEIR AGENTS. High-level
active secret agents will wear a very expensive
tie in shades and patterns of grey. These
patterns are usually in a motif of plaid-like or
sophisticated Scottish tartan, and being that the
Scottish Rite of Freemasonry is also an
extension of British Intelligence, I would
imagine that this is more than a passing
coincidence.
Likewise, other colors represent different
signals. As a for instance, remember when Mr.
Clinton was “ordered” to Russia, while taking
refuge in a cottage in New England to dodge
the opening salvos of the Lewinsky-Israeli coup
attempt. Remember the infamous yellow tie
given to him by her as THE “gift” that made
world headlines. (One reporter even joked
about Chelsea probably taking the scissors to it
when the family all got together that evening.)
None of this publicity stopped him from
boarding the blue-Israeli-emblemed Air Force
One WEARING THE EXACT TIE as he waved
to you-the-people on his way to the Kremlin!
Indeed, it IS as blatant as that, chelas, for
your Israeli master manipulators do enjoy these
“inside jokes” in the face of an uninformed
world populace. I intend to point out every
significant indicator of how they have you ones
by the throat in a series of outlayings, for you
need to see just how vast is the reach of the
self-labeled “Serpent People”. I guess vanity
does have its dangers.
Anyway, after this four-paragraph digression
into symbols, let me continue with the
Tomlinson interview on the Today Show. He
spoke of exactly the method used to assassinate
Diana and Dodi, based on documents he saw
while at MI-6.
When prominent persons are killed by your
secret government hit men, it is not a haphazard
“send someone to bump them off ” Mafia-style
hit. The “target” is set up and the “problem” is
approached just like any secret wartime
paramilitary operation. In cases like this it is
ever the more important since exposure of the
death(s) AS ASSASSINATION would cause
worse trouble for the perpetrators. Plans and
contingency plans are drawn up, with the one
most likely to succeed being selected, including
several backups ready as standby, should lastminute changes be necessary.
The plan which was ultimately selected to
kill the princess was one borrowed from plans
in place to assassinate Yugoslav president
Milosevic, should he need to be gotten out of

the way. (Small world, isn’t it?) In documents
from MI-6 headquarters, a very similar
“accident” in a tunnel was to be used to kill the
Serbian Yugoslav president so that “elite” plans
to start a war there could continue without
further interruptions.
As has been given to you prior to this, a
laser flashgun was used to outright kill the
driver, Henri Paul, himself a British operative
(the princess’ bodyguard was and is also on the
payroll of MI-6), and Dodi. Diana was
subsequently killed en route to the hospital.
They had to be sure she was dead; that is why it
took so long for a ride that should have taken
only a few minutes.
SDECE (French Intelligence) dossiers stated
that Diana’s fatal injury was a “ruptured aorta”.
Since the aorta is the main trunk artery out of
the heart, a ruptured aorta would result in
almost immediate death, with virtually no
chance of survival. If that were true, she most
certainly would not have been able to talk,
much less move, several minutes after the
accident. Then later, as the culprits tried to
rectify their mistake, the injury was identified
as a torn pulmonary (from the heart, to the
lungs, and back to the heart) artery or vein.
Well, which was it?
As always, when prominent individuals, or
many hundreds at a time, are slaughtered by the
death squads of the Global Manipulators, their
flimsy cover stories never pass muster with any
who earnestly search for TRUTH among the
major media drivel doled out to placate you.
Their stories don’t have to be anywhere near
perfect to satisfy most of the sleeping public;
moreover, the fabrications need only last long
enough to allow the next orchestrated
incident(s) to distract you, one after another—
until the “elite” controllers capture you without
you ever knowing what actually happened.
All this sounds like something from the late
author Ian Fleming of James Bond “fiction”
fame, but you must come into understanding of
what we are speaking of, and there are no
stranger tales to write about than the real life
characters of your governments’ inner circles.
(Remember from my past articles that Mr.
Fleming was himself an officer of MI-6 who
also tried to give “fictionalized” information to
the public which he got from actual agency
files. Because of the daring way he chose to
inform the public, he walked a fine line for his
personal safety on many, many occasions!)
“The Conspiracy” against you-the-people
is a very real thing. However, it is riddled
with conflicts between your oldest and
wealthiest families of inherited AND
ASSUMED power, and warring RELIGIOUS
factions vying for world rulership—with you
nice unassuming citizens caught in the
middle.
British-Israel and Islamic “tribes” have been
at war for centuries, and they have never lost
sight of who is related to whom and what lands
supposedly belong to which kingdom. Do you
actually think the British crown welcomed with
open arms the introduction of an Arab child
into the blue bloods of England?!? Diana was
killed because she was pregnant with Dodi’s
baby AND because there is a secret war going
on between the royal families of those two
religious kingdoms.
Remember: the war of wars in your “Ending
Time” conflict is between, ultimately, the
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Muslims and the Jews. Your Master Teacher
Esu “Jesus” Immanuel told you that. You are
merely witnessing the “tip of the iceberg”
preceding the bigger battle yet to come.
Why am I telling you these things? To
show you what is happening and what is being
planned, so that you have more of an
opportunity to turn things around. It does not
have to be this way! You can cause a different
outcome if you act while you still have the
tools and the means to effect PEACEFUL
change.
By allowing you to see what is taking
place at your level of information
dissemination, and providing a bit of insight
about the closed-door meetings of your
would-be global slave-masters, you can more
easily discern the steamroller gathering steam
as it prepares to roll over you. And like the
slow, lumbering steamroller, if you but open
your eyes IN TIME, you can easily side-step
that which is on a path to crush you. True
knowledge about what is going on around
you gives you “eyes” to see—as a first step
toward taking corrective action.
In the spy business, “sheep-dipped”
operatives and agents change their identities
with the same frequency you change your
wardrobes. Therefore, whether or not they are
exactly who they say they are, or are just
information bringers out to make a name for
themselves, there are many ones such as
Tomlinson, David Shayler (an MI-5 agent jailed
in France and awaiting extradition back to
England), John Coleman, Gunther Russbacher,
Bo Gritz, Victor Ostrovsky, and many other
former “insiders” who can bring you truth—
even if it is in the form that spy novelist Ian
Fleming employed through his James Bond
character.
YOU
NEED
THIS
KNOWLEDGE
BECAUSE THEY ARE THE ONLY PROOF
YOU ARE GOING TO GET REGARDING NOT
MERELY THE EXISTENCE OF YOUR
SECRET PARALLEL GOVERNMENTS, BUT
A GLIMPSE AT THEIR INNER WORKINGS
AS WELL.
Do you think just because an operation goes
wrong that the director of the multi-headed
beast is going to come clean and air their
misdeeds on CNN? Of course not! So pay
close attention when a truthful sound bite or
two makes it to such as the Today Show. A
little truth may just come out when the bad
guys are being scrutinized under the public
spotlight—and we will add as much detail as
time and writing space permits.
As Mr. Lauer repeatedly tried to make
Tomlinson look ridiculous, the former British
agent spoke truth and did not allow Lauer’s
bantering to cloud his giving you the facts.
Instead of coming off like a lunatic, Tomlinson
caused many ones to think twice about the
unexplained flash in the tunnel that tragic, late
August, 1997 night in France.
In New Zealand (Tomlinson has duel
citizenship there and in England), France, as
well as in all of Europe, and most other
countries elsewhere, it was PROVEN that your
“free world” is coming completely under the
rule of the British Crown as the Official
Secrets Act prevents even the mention of
anything British Intelligence decides it does not
want individuals or media organizations to
disclose.
By airing Tomlinson’s short
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interview, your U.S. government violated the
Official Secrets Act. And shortly thereafter a
Swissair jet—from your premier American
airport, JFK, headed for Geneva—was blown
out of the sky.
Given the fact that (1) a double sonic blast
was heard over many miles of inland Nova
Scotia, and (2) there were several Kidon (“K”
or assassination) teams as passengers on the
aircraft who were unaware of each other’s
presence, SOMEONE wanted to be sure that the
message got through that Tomlinson was to be
silenced. I would say that tit-for-tat is heating
up among various factions of your “elite”
would-be-kings.
GOD HAS PROVIDED YOU
WITH WHAT YOU NEED
TO SLAY THE BEAST
As your world teeters on the brink of
massive change, you don’t need fortune tellers
to tell you what and who is behind your failing
world financial markets, the sudden rekindling
of your world’s “hot spots”, and the “crisis” in
your White House. You KNOW the time is at
hand for your adversary to begin to make his
move for final conquest of your planet. It
remains to be seen whether or not you-thepeople rise to meet the challenge to prevent
total collapse of your sovereign way of life.
God has provided you with what you need
to slay the beast, but it is going to take the
masses to do it—not the politicians. They
CAN be at the forefront of your actions to
save your economy and provide shelters for
your citizens—and be in the front of the
action, digging the canal alongside you, that
nurtures your dying financial and barter
infrastructure. But, if they are unwilling to
“put their backs into it”, then they must
stand aside.
As for actual earthen shelters, whether or
not you have a major war, your environment
has been irreversibly altered. Your present
dwelling structures will not endure the sustained
high winds, radioactive fallout, and other
hazards you can expect as you AND YOUR
PLANET make the transition into cleansing and
rebirth, as your aboriginal brothers have been
warning you about for some time.
(As an aside here, even if you never explode
another nuclear device in your atmosphere, you
are now being irradiated by radioactive
particulate from all your past detonations. This
is actually the major insult killing your AIDS
victims once the immune system becomes
compromised. When your body’s defenses are
down, the most prevailing menace to your
health is what usually ravages the body first.
This is also why there has been such an
increase in skin cancers in recent years. Your
radioactive predicament is yet another “little”
surprise your so-called “elite” have kept from
you. However, if their Larger Picture agenda is
massive depopulation of most of you “useless
eaters” from this planet, then what better, more
innocent-looking way to murder so many of
you-the-people than through hiding behind
manufactured “natural” excuses such as a
thinning ozone layer in your atmosphere?!)
The ancient ones have gone back to their
caves and deep caverns to await the cleansing.
Those of you who wish to survive will make
similar, but more practical, adjustments. And
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for that which is beyond your ability to
prepare—that is our concern as your elder
Cosmic Relations.
A corporation called Shelters Across
America, Inc. is being set-up to assist those
who may want to purchase used shipping
containers from ports such as Long Beach,
California to use as inexpensive makeshift
shelters for individual families and community
areas set aside for emergency use. These metal
cargo containers are in great abundance in your
country. In fact, you send shiploads full of
EMPTY CONTAINERS just so the Asian markets
can have enough to send back to you all the
goods you’re purchasing which are backlogged
and piled high waiting on their docks! (Well,
so much for balanced trade.)
Should you not make use of that surplus to
aid in your own survival? And at the same time
another “industry” would be created—that of
manufacturing more shipping containers to
handle the already huge shortage of these very
useful and versatile boxes that are easily
transportable by rail and truck to anywhere in
your nation. These shelter-containers could be
outfitted and offered in various “conversion
kits” for combining two, three or four, or
however many may be needed for a given
corporate or community project.
Companion “survival packages” could be
offered for sale with each shelter to provide
medical and health supplies for a predetermined
number of people per shelter. These would
contain basic, but absolutely necessary items,
such as: storable food and water, as well as
water purification means; a battery-less
shortwave radio; a basic survival instruction
manual: the Family Preparedness Handbook by
James Talmage Stevens is an excellent reference
source; electrical power from such as the new
Craftsman computer-adjusted-output 3,600-watt
generator (as referenced in Dr. Overholt’s The
News Desk, printed in the September 15, 1998
issue of CONTACT on page 5) which runs only
fast enough to satisfy existing electrical loads,
thereby reducing noise and saving fuel: the
generator can provide electrical power for up to
29 hours on 4 gallons of fuel; portable waste
management modules, as well as other
“necessities”, could be easily acquired or
manufactured specifically for these proposed
Shelter Kits.
Shelters would need to be placed partially or
completely below ground-level and covered with
four to ten feet of earth, depending on whether
or not added composition material that shields
radiation is used. Other types of structures,
manufactured as “add-ons” for animals,
vehicles, earth-moving equipment, or for those
who just desire more living space for longduration occupancy, would also be made
available. These structures could utilize
naturally efficient domed architecture (what we
utilize in Pleiades) made from compressed
earthen material which is several times harder
(and more radiation resistant) than standard
hardened concrete.
Upkeep and readiness maintenance could be
done by assigned “neighborhood watch” groups,
or for more ambitious setups where ample space
is allotted near or in the major cities, the
homeless could be charged with that task in
exchange for a place to live. Moreover, a
project like this would be a good opportunity
for your local and state elected officials to do
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that which you pay them to do: help provide for
the welfare (as in safety) of their constituents.
We of the Hosts and of the Intergalactic
Fleets stand ready to assist you with that which
is outside your ability to deal with. An
example of this would be if your primitive (by
our standards) and poorly understood (by your
so-called super scientists) beam-weapons
technology accidently starts a chain reaction
igniting your atmosphere.
However, if you utilize what we bring in the
way of suggestions, which are the methods
given to you as inspired by God— concerning
matters such as health, corporate business, and
common (constitutional) law—then the severity
of what may occur could be greatly diminished.
As for how long (and to what extent) you
have to live below ground and off of stored and
hydroponically grown foods, that is up to you.
If you wait until your choice is only the
emergency scenario option, then your stay will
be quite long, as it will take time to repair the
damage that will result from massive wars and
plagues.
However, if you turn your plight around
with no further destruction of your environment
and your peoples, then the process of “cleanup” can begin immediately and all you have to
do is shelter yourselves long enough to live
comfortably during some portions of Mother
Earth’s rebalancing process.
God has no wish to make matters more
difficult for you than you have already made
them. It is you who push things to the limit of
allowable time for a smooth turning around
back to goodness.
The confusion and
manipulation by your adversary has made it all
the more difficult for you to literally know right
from wrong—though at the soul level you
innately know Truth.
Always allow Godly inspired thought to be
your guiding Light, and waste no more time
following up those inner promptings with right
action for, as always, it is you who will (one
way or another) make the world “a better
place”. This is directed especially to those who
are new to these writings—as well as to ones
who have agreed to be our physical hands and
eyes, such as this scribe.
God-Aton allows for the human aspect to
function as humans do in the third-dimensional
format. However, consider well that you are
rapidly moving into a higher-dimensional plane
of experience!
As you make your plans and attempts to
organize that which you perceive to be in
disorder in your life, Life marches onward.
You must learn to integrate, in balance, that
which the physical realm requires for existence
with whatever is your “appointed” Higher task
or tasks at this time of planetary transition. If
you put God FIRST in all your plans and
endeavors, you are going to find that all else
falls into place in a balanced way.
May you know that, as things seem to be
their worst, and you feel you cannot take
another step, it is then God carries you by
giving you the inner strength that is your very
essence. Understand that it is Creator’s Light
which forms and gives tremendous energy to
suns and galaxies—and it is that same energy
which resides within you, just waiting to be
tapped. Call upon it now—don’t wait—for it
can move mountains!
Korton to standby, please. Salu.
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